1. Conglomerate (various sizes and shapes) containing pebbles of sandstone, shale, and other rocks.
2. Sandstone, well-cemented and hard.
3. Clay (shale) - soft and easily eroded.
4. Limestone - variable in thickness, often found at the surface.
5. Marble - white, creamy, and often found in thick layers.
6. Magnesite - magnesium carbonate, usually found in association with limestone.
7. Oolite - a type of limestone with ovoid or rounded calcite grains.
8. Serpentine - a greenish, fibrous mineral, often found in the rock's matrix.
9. Hornblende - a ferromagnesian mineral, usually black or green.
10. Diopside - a magnesium silicate, often found in metamorphic rocks.

Additional notes:
- The site appears to be a geological study area, possibly related to mining or quarrying.
6th Month

17. 6th. Meeting at 8; thought much of home. S. & L. went to meeting in the morning. Afternoon & evening, very time spent in prayer. Prayed very much for heal.

19. 9th. S. & L. went out to town with Mr. & Mrs. S. Heard much of home. S. & L. went to meeting in the morning. Afternoon & evening, very time spent in prayer. Prayed very much for heal.

24. 3rd. Meeting at 8; thought much of home. S. & L. went to meeting in the morning. Afternoon & evening, very time spent in prayer. Prayed very much for heal.

26. 5th. Meeting at 8; thought much of home. S. & L. went to meeting in the morning. Afternoon & evening, very time spent in prayer. Prayed very much for heal.

27. 6th. Meeting at 8; thought much of home. S. & L. went to meeting in the morning. Afternoon & evening, very time spent in prayer. Prayed very much for heal.
6th Month

19th. This morning very rainy. Not going to School. Visited Maygum a large building for the third the Lava or Blue Stone. In the common solid mass it is some layers are spongy filled with the usual coarse filled with marl containing mica media then the grout in Swan Pond etc. Then under black small particles lastly composed of large rounded boulders of the solid rock. This is said to be on the opposite side of the cutting against the lawn, as if it had the rock as a more recent deposit. Some where here are found fossil shells of a clear sulphate of stone but I failed.

20th. Called at Mr. Loew's with Dr. His horse we then went to the my visit. We returned in cloudy streets very muddy been very trying but we got it when so many longings for home I could only pay a slight visit are only a single glance would to stay in particular on a day after I know not when I shall escape before my days are gone yet still I must be made useful led me forth and on my way up.

1834

Extracts very muddy. and presence of the cutting below the Rimolat lip seam. This cutting is made of here disintegrated latticed from material that stratified veins in its upper and of slate or soap stone namely a white substance said nodular iron ore similar to that in blue stone breaking up into pieces the solid stone at the quarry. Upper stratum then granite hornate with other bocks of rock white veed clay seems to just been washed there. I settled again appearance said to found any and I went back to discover any.

Fare D. sleeking having let me longs who thanked me for the afternoon day windy. well these three last days have been to do not get about my business are very great oh hope I will some just to see how they all gladly take just one moment of the night when all are gathered to home, a long time must yet good turned how I long for that day to serve Him who has directed us be kept under His wing preserved.
6th Month

By His Almighty power & time to time I am weak, faint, yet I do desire to be and earnestly trust the power & strength I support me of anything of myself & therefore bow my self out of myself & here upon the mercies sake that they wrote to the west enclosing a pm.

21st. At meeting about 10 o'clock in silence. Addressing on necessity of our union not had been so suddenly. There was tells through this island in me of all. There is great to become. I am for a deacon. I see to be in love. For me if I to visit the Thistlewave. We took had an interview with three of the see also bishop Mathias Middle

22-24 writing to S. B. Mathias. The second day.

23-31 to Mr. Prince seemed nothing to

24-67 needs this E. E. He talked to my not it is bright. Oh that some would be the case.

25-51 to a kid a visited several time.

26-17 visited several to day. The 29th. 4th with 5th to Narrar & next north.

29-7th was rather an unsettled meeting yet some persons were present if they disappointed but directed to be off in pursues of a person in

Umbourne. New bridge over Yarra & the main creek.

An exhortation was rendered several came with other ears that is in them of the mercy of God's. After dinner T. It reflects the evening.
6th Month

29. 24. A walk on the beach at 8 a.m.

30. 29. Opportunity with Mr. Levi Hill the wilderness thankfull were so that my flagging it almost the way encouragement to win opposition to many obstacles when ready to despair & think the cause of truth here seems bent to take courage, weak attempts to think that I was but how gracious is my sweet name forever then sat with Henry Austin for principles of friends, although walking with Jesus Christ I then to Shefield's Colored when leaving his office in the profession is manager this wife & all many as survive, executors Eliza & Sarah Leat returned in Dec & I am now looking forward enquired after the read I may go to Ballarat it can be very rough, the weather by all although warmer for very slight ones have chained he to them from pretty good except a slight complaint of but rather to which has enabled me to

1857

Middle 4th Ed. to John Beverly &

...this was one of the green spots in they & peace was my recompense despairing souls derived half by proceed amidst all difficulties that seem to cloud the way so how little I could do to advance another cause to take courage et seable as I may be at times even not in my right hand I thank you, glory be to this Holy

...who is a keen advocate who has not yet attained the reward I assisted in framing a will all the circumstances of which is brought to the son Children or at least Frances his wife Eliza &

...to visiting Geelong I have member for Geelong whether not tell the journey will be very cold I severely fell than W.D. Land no know occurred my health is whom all wear ever come & I am not forced to be thankful for that health to go through my duties.
1st Month

1. 4th. Dr Fox was to leave
    are making but the

2. 5th Engaged Appts in Removal

3. 6th. To Geelong by 11.45 train
    this House was alone
    very near to them all. I en-
    sued consolation and my
    glad was I that I was out of
    the unruly elsewhere.

4. 7th. To day with the Head and
    they were all engaged
    of their time C R proposed
    meeting tomorrow.

5. 10th. Held meeting in the
    house invited came and
    removed them of their
    courage them to enter on
    some childish to know
    bred with Caress who keep

6. 21st. At Geelong. Slept at Sea.

7. 30th. To Ballarat, we passed
    flat with little motion
    heavy 4our journey slow
    woke except on the Bank
    from Inverloch to Bullaruck.
7th Month

For all the time at Jones & Co., I was not well; the place was cold and there was no place amongst the hens at the store. There were so many people about they light a fire and I warmed myself. The two I smoking I felt they had no accommodation accepted his proposition to go on the road there which was liquid until I called in. Magnesia of not he would not have come to Ballarat but there seemed no good religious feeling was want of the Enemy

Thereafter, March 24, 1859

I felt very undesirable pain in the bowels to relieve myself except back from the very unpleasantness, but there was no help. After cold I had, I felt not having a little better. Got Jones and for me & therefore I gladly. J. H. Medleyton Swan. She could accommodate me but I could not accept payment still. My bowels were away do however they found a bit it then I felt cash down & en any way, that I should. I could do no good there about the places that all there such were the for I had felt a drawing to but I am so wet and I had not in the night. I afeared I should once. Oh how I wished for home afterwards.
19th March

8 A.M. Breakfasted with Mr. Middelton after breakfast was in. I & Mr. Middelton walked to his office in the habit of reading a had left off urgent improper him one day & declaring Pasha I wish you would not this health & he has been to reflect on this former decision as it also this life & I long to be united in one in the evening. Jaco for the evening came & met us at this time of retirement & counted was to them, thus was I glad however rough to journey however around me.

7.50 A.M. After seeing with I had counsel to administer to him, I wish his heart mode of life & so contrary.

10 A.M. By coach & journey received letters from Mr. Coedon, J.P. R.M. which were.

11 Y & called on Mr. Barne & causes great did we.

Guests at Mr. Middelton's produced to & Mr. Middelton he has been for some time a portion of Scripture by himself. language his little boy came round him & asked him to say such words, this touched & restrained. It has been led by conversation I am very to get out of the business religious worship with friends.
not but pleased with his sign the pledge I was to be in time for the train by six P.M. and 2½ mile.

12.13 A goody meeting I went to wish some reprefentation Then to Shishlewate 4. To see Hurstly Hall 4. tea.

13.24 . Seeking after the dozen for 20/- to go by.

14.34 To St. Peck

15.49 Making preparations for voyage.

16.50-12th. Started from Havildar having taken my time to get into the train was met by John Leist. friend who seems to have thought about the matter. And to our heavenly friend, whom he came to see me off. The only disappointment on unlading, my accommodation on board, besides the rush in the dark, dusty storage. & the
4th Month

content & believed strength under all in conveniences throughout the voyage, living even profane lot of papers & table let as if we were dogs motion to himself & the uncomfortable would have stood under not I been friends, so this night I lay on my clothes, having my thing blanket rolled around & as a day it being nearly midnight & Cape Otway the 17th of was gone seafaring the 16th. 1859. Rather wept increasing on 19 & 20 but as we neared Cape Sable it became again smooth. It was dark when we topped it & arrived at Tighnish about 19 & 1/2. We were having taken my baggage to an afterwards proceeded in & found myself being in town of John & there I was supplied provided for me. Throughout with kindness, which was also a situation, I have been so mercifully cared for of this voyage, Oh, in my I learn who care & find me wondrous & mercies. David Kerr had
going to his brother's who lived near he was whaleing in there. The Dutchman who came with his often converted about 9 M. the attacked G. M. They were on a Kangaroo Island G. M went about had drawn it in a scoote and then a native came behind him with an tomahawk on the quietly killed him the natives pieces. Took away a black woman from catching wallaby on Kangaroo natives suspected he was good talking or decoying away their. The leaders of them there were died lately, being about the murder. Travelled over two miles to South of Adelaide.

saw also called Mathilda Case hair grey face then. Now unlike man of 50 with a young wife are improving in business. He is friend, but his wife was unhappy unfortunate.
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21. 3° To D. V. Warburton at Unley
Then to Mr. ReadCo.  

22. 4° To Wm. Crabbe

23. 5° To Mrs. Wellington. Matilda a Kouros. Asallow. I. W. is a sister her twin sister. I. W. is a statt whom he married of 35. Since then Children do not prosper with advantage with a stepmother out of outfits it became very
24. 65. To visit Corish, a young gentleman whose sudden death appeared to have come but few years ago. He seems to have been a Member of the religious society,
25. 72. To visit Mr. Armstrong, who is a Member of the society.
26. 12. To send a breakfast to Mr. Armstrong, who is a Member of the society.

27. 23. To go to Armstrong's, as above, and have dinner with him. It was rainy in the evening.

28. 34. At 12, Mr. Armstrong went to Mr. Armstrong's, as above, and have dinner with him. It was rainy in the evening.
30th 5th. Pray to see St. Paul with Dr. Do not yet see any way of moving forward. Oh that the Lord in His mercy would be my guide and counselor. Use He will in His own good time. Yet indeed I must wait all to His direction. Oh that I in that great & Merciful being

May last 29th. Where they are going to build a bridge of wood on the suspension bridge at Maine land, this is 29th. And I was out this week. May 4th wife asked my prospects. But I see no as yet, nor has any month been to find an entrance as yet but a rock. A refuge, or that he will put with that Holy doctrine which has been dispensed to help through a time of great want, even to revolutions. How is it that we may come out of looking into God, having faith in the rest of bitterness, and being through the day one yet will I will the Lord of life, even in the night, if we have put not, such deception to trust me, I am a king up for His wonderful goodness, transgressor. Oh the Lord of my praise. His Holy name.

1st Month

1807.

where they are going to build a bridge of wood on the suspension bridge at Maine land, this is 29th. And I was out this week. May 4th wife asked my prospects. But I see no as yet, nor has any month been to find an entrance as yet but a rock. A refuge, or that he will put with that Holy doctrine which has been dispensed to help through a time of great want, even to revolutions. How is it that we may come out of looking into God, having faith in the rest of bitterness, and being through the day one yet will I will the Lord of life, even in the night, if we have put not, such deception to trust me, I am a king up for His wonderful goodness, transgressor. Oh the Lord of my praise. His Holy name.
7th Month

31st 89 To 92 Saunders with E. to Maye 89

the first God country is barke

interpreted by lying in the gravelly

bark, it need of low flowering lo

dark yellow or even reddish but never

holding the God. The quantity of gypsum

subjected to heat in a kiln. The

specimens were collected of different kinds of

specimens of slate on surface where the

de decomposition of the slate is something similar to

pattens from the father

specimens of asbestos from

deposition from

specimens from Wheel 89

deposits from 89

specimens from Wheel 89

deposits from 89

specimens from Wheel 89

deposits from 89

The Lyndock Valley. The surface stone

from stone deposits at the Saunders 89 corresponding to our 89 tans
deposits or else the common lime stone deposits. If 89 Barritt new

house the watre on the Gavel or North Pala lies in perpendicula

layer of lime and 89 valley warm

water come to the salty crumbling

mountains. If it is this water the also the side of River are the 89 asbestos.
8th Month

1. 7th. Met the family of G. Saunders in the Eck yesterday.
    To day returned to Fairfield after dinner.
2. 10th. Meeting in Moore commenced afternoon attended on subjects
        with supplication on their behalf.
3. 17th. To Heweshead with W. H. Wib.
4. 30th. To Halcolin visit.
5. 31st. To Malcola scrub &d is formed chiefly of a pumice stone.
        These plants is growing covered by a cloth. The bees thrive &
        rest in the left, by the bees. There is a wood on the sides of a
        large jar in it. One of these plants is growing covered by a cloth.
6. 34th. To visit chs. of Reuben D. Davis. Lebow,Eberson. Looks over their old bridge.
7. 6th. To visit Juanham Saunders &
8. 7th. At Meeting. 50 preachers. Engaged in drafting wills in morning.
9. 10th. To Fairfield with W. W. & wife.
10. 27th. Interview with G. Saunders. 25th with E. McCutcheon.
12. 43rd. Ref to Fairfield. After interview with W. H. Wib. &
        asleep at S. Cooke's for dinner.
13. 53. The weather on 1st when we cleared off in 3AM until to day the sun very hot for this time. Last night a few showers fell. Hilly V continued more or less about 15h. starting at 6h 24h.

14. 6h. Wth Ed. Mrs to visit friends. Mary Smith whose husband died was insured by his Brother. Smith on the ground the misrepresentations he organized at but failed. The Brother making out that he had advanced to pay railway, whereas C had to act in this matter. I do not intend to rob the widow of the share of the money the daughter's father has no means to call some £2 of his house.

15. 7h. At Barrages. Lucy Stables Lucy is promised to visit him on T. Bayle's request.

16. 7pm at Holland office interview after dinner. Mrs rather wanting. He returns in Balmain from Ed to Mrs Smith's to interview with myself how much to others & frequent showers all day heavy. A pleasant warm but something fortuitous in church. So then 2 doses rather heavy also. No wind.

My visit with S. Mason looks older than before, it was delivered at his desk but that strong as water still up to 9h as powerful as he is to seek reference. I amendment of daughter who was asking a school but to walk this visit was professional. Where the duration exists what is it.
The meeting was thinly attended on account of the weather, cold, stormy, with snow. Mr. Powis, in speaking, reproached us for our laziness. In the afternoon Mr. Powis and Mr. Scott with Mr. John Phillips went out in search of the Lord and continue the work of the Lord. It seems to be the case that a little more care is needed on my part. We continued to follow the text of the Bible, if this is his first appearance, he may be encouraged to live near to the fountain of life. We give heed to the heart. We went to see Mr. Barington, the other has suffered much. He is married to a lady of another persuasion, and his persuasion prevails. We spoke of his wife's brother, Mrs. C. of Strong. We met with Mr. and Mrs. Scott at about 12. Mr. Scott had before been in London and Salisbury. To meet one, and then to meet Mr. Scott. He has fixed several to him to come up to the true standard. He has added to his works. He desires several to join the sect but happening to fail in writing a commenistry the first chapter shows this was what he had read. He is not equal to join forces in membership, because he did not see that he could uphold all the principles of a sect, more that this cut down Mr. Scott's light on his mind. He is long seeing after he attended meetings in Dublin but not seeing that the reproach that would be brought on his body at large, there is not so clear a satisfaction to agree with him he feels a reason careful of his steps to destroy of walking Wrights. Oh that he may become a living member.
20th Month

19. 30. To gather Town by Railway. Met lives at A. De. J. is going there by the Railway. There till next day. Saw Dr. Kitchin
19. 44. At ten with by Cart to Joe Barriiks
20. 55. To tea with Mr. Henry Sanderson
21. 6. With J. Barriiks. Weather on 18th
22. 9. 9s

23. 1. Meeting with J. B. Mr. & Mrs. I hope to perform that we were given me who others from time to time gave to me and to those with whom I have met. Evil be away. Get thee hence, whith whom I have met. I was wronged and went to the house for him and
24. 24. With J. B. to Barriiks Residence.
5. Coleman, there met with Arthur, this Thursday.
25. 18. At Dinner J. E. C. came in from Adelaide
26. 18. 24. 5. At evening visited Ellen & wife of J. E. C. daughter of Rebecca
27. 18. Baker & Merchant of London came last night.
29. 9. 6. To day went with Baker & Baker.
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8th Month

9th Month

18. 6. His & Wife & Wife. Father by Railway Co. To 1 p. M. returned

A. Sanderson of this house 

Mr. Barrett & Mr. Coleman called. Mr. & Mrs. have had no opportunity with mind wondrous dear to home, how often at these times a little misspent. Mr. Barrett & Mr. Coleman called. Mr. & Mrs. have had no opportunity with mind wondrous dear to home, how often are these times a little misspent. Mr. Barrett & Mr. Coleman called. Mr. & Mrs. have had no opportunity with mind wondrous dear to home, how often are these times a little misspent. Mr. Barrett & Mr. Coleman called. Mr. & Mrs. have had no opportunity with mind wondrous dear to home, how often are these times a little misspent.